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Answer questions students have after the exercise. Explain why each device answer is appropriate.
What would happen if you suffer a back injury while lifting or moving a patient?
How are the devices you have been taught about engineered to help you lift and move patients in
different situations? 

Time: Plan on about 20 minutes for the students to work and for a brief discussion by the educator.  
 
Matching lifting and moving devices is a basic exercise that will get students thinking and applying what
they have learned online. The second part of this exercise is designed to have the student recall elements
of safe lifting and moving. This will benefit them in the practical exercises that follow. The educator can use
these exercises in groups or individually. Discuss the correct answers with the students and encourage
them to save this and every exercise for future study. A blank student copy of this exercise is included.
 
Facilitation:

This lesson involves a basic introduction to lifting and moving. You will match patients to appropriate
devices and think about how to lift and move safely.

For each of the following patients on the left, choose the most appropriate moving device from the right.
You may use your book for this exercise. One of the items will be used twice.

_____ A conscious patient with difficulty breathing in a second floor bedroom. A. Wheeled Ambulance
Stretcher

_____ A patient who was ejected from an ATV and is 300 - 400 feet into a field. B. Stair Chair

_____ A patient on the street who is in cardiac arrest with CPR being performed. C. Portable Stretcher

_____ A patient who fell down a flight of stairs and complains of neck and back pain. D. Basket Stretcher (Strokes)

_____ An elderly patient on the floor who fell and may have fractured her hip. E. Long Spine Board

_____ A patient who broke their arm skateboarding and you find them on the street. F. Orthopedic Or "Scoop"
Strecther

_____ One of dozens of patients in a multiple casualty incident.
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INSTRUCTOR KEY

You are about to begin practice of lifting and moving things and patients. List four rules you must
follow to be safe and injury-free.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Moving Out
This lesson involves a basic introduction to lifting and moving. You will match patients to
appropriate devices and think about how to lift and move safely.

For each of the following patients on the left, choose the most appropriate moving device from
the right. You may use your book for this exercise. One of the items will be used twice.

You are about to begin practice of lifting and moving things and patients. List four rules you must
follow to be safe and injury-free.

1.

2.

3.

4.

_____ A conscious patient with difficulty breathing in a second floor bedroom. A. Wheeled Ambulance
Stretcher

_____ A patient who was ejected from an ATV and is 300 - 400 feet into a field. B. Stair Chair

_____ A patient on the street who is in cardiac arrest with CPR being performed. C. Portable Stretcher

_____ A patient who fell down a flight of stairs and complains of neck and back pain. D. Basket Stretcher (Strokes)

_____ An elderly patient on the floor who fell and may have fractured her hip. E. Long Spine Board

_____ A patient who broke their arm skateboarding and you find them on the street. F. Orthopedic Or "Scoop"
Strecther

_____ One of dozens of patients in a multiple casualty incident.


